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The performance of traditional database systems has

been limited by the latency of magnetic disks� where

they store their data� Magnetic disks have an access

time� which is orders of magnitude higher than that

of main memory storage� Thus� they impose a signi��

cant overhead in transaction processing systems� The

need for better response times and greater transaction

throughput makes it necessary to remove the access of

magnetic disks from the critical path of the transaction

processing�

To ensure recovery in case of failures� most database

systems use a �write ahead� log �le� The log �le must

reside in stable storage �usually magnetic disks�� Ac�

cesses to the log �le are usually in the critical path of the

transaction processing and usually need synchronous in�

put�output �Figure ���

In this project the main memory �DRAM� of a net�

work of workstations is used as a form of reliable mem�

ory� By storing sensitive data in the main memory

of more than one workstations �connected to di�erent

power supplies� we are able to recover them in case one

workstation fails� Our goal is to improve the transac�

tion throughput and the response times of transaction

processing�

In our �rst design �Figure 	� we use network DRAM

to create a layer of reliable �recoverable� memory� which

completely eliminates the need of a log �le� The whole

database is mapped to the main memory of remote

nodes� When a transaction begins� the application no�

ti�es the transactional library of the portion of the

database that is going to be updated� The transactional

library creates an undo log �a copy of the original data�

in both the local and the remote memory� Then� the

application executes the transaction� After the comple�

tion of the udate operation� the modi�ed portion of the

database is copied to the remote node� and the transac�

tion commits� Since data� modi�ed by commited trans�

actions� exist in the main memories of two nodes� they

may be recovered in case of a single workstation fail�
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Figure �� Our approach�

ure� The undo logs are kept in the remote memory for

as long as the transaction executes� When the transac�

tion commits the space of the undo logs is reclaimed�

In our second approach� we use a traditional �redo�

log �le� Transactions commmit based on the Write

Ahead Logging Protocol� However� in our implemen�

tation the �redo� log is kept in reliable network DRAM�

instead of magnetic disks� Thus� synchronous accesses

to the �redo� log do not invoke synchronous disk ac�

cesses� but synchronous network DRAM accesses� which

are generally faster� When several transactions have

commited� the changes propagate from the redo log to

the on�disk copy of the database asynchronously�

We have started implementing our transactional li�

brary� Our experimental platform consists of two PCs

running WindowsNT� connected with two Dolphin PCI�

SCI �Scalable Coherent Interface� network cards�
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